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Present

- No “early” discovery.


- Disappointed? Yes. Surprised? Not much. 
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ADD GKK + g/q − ≥ 1 j Yes 3.2 n = 2 1604.077736.58 TeVMD

ADD non-resonant ℓℓ 2 e, µ − − 20.3 n = 3 HLZ 1407.24104.7 TeVMS

ADD QBH→ ℓq 1 e, µ 1 j − 20.3 n = 6 1311.20065.2 TeVMth

ADD QBH − 2 j − 15.7 n = 6 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0698.7 TeVMth

ADD BH high
∑
pT ≥ 1 e, µ ≥ 2 j − 3.2 n = 6, MD = 3 TeV, rot BH 1606.022658.2 TeVMth

ADD BH multijet − ≥ 3 j − 3.6 n = 6, MD = 3 TeV, rot BH 1512.025869.55 TeVMth

RS1 GKK → ℓℓ 2 e, µ − − 20.3 k/MPl = 0.1 1405.41232.68 TeVGKK mass

RS1 GKK → γγ 2 γ − − 3.2 k/MPl = 0.1 1606.038333.2 TeVGKK mass

Bulk RS GKK →WW → qqℓν 1 e, µ 1 J Yes 13.2 k/MPl = 1.0 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0621.24 TeVGKK mass

Bulk RS GKK → HH → bbbb − 4 b − 13.3 k/MPl = 1.0 ATLAS-CONF-2016-049360-860 GeVGKK mass

Bulk RS gKK → tt 1 e, µ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 1J/2j Yes 20.3 BR = 0.925 1505.070182.2 TeVgKK mass

2UED / RPP 1 e, µ ≥ 2 b, ≥ 4 j Yes 3.2 Tier (1,1), BR(A(1,1) → tt) = 1 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0131.46 TeVKK mass

SSM Z ′ → ℓℓ 2 e, µ − − 13.3 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0454.05 TeVZ′ mass

SSM Z ′ → ττ 2 τ − − 19.5 1502.071772.02 TeVZ′ mass

Leptophobic Z ′ → bb − 2 b − 3.2 1603.087911.5 TeVZ′ mass

SSM W ′ → ℓν 1 e, µ − Yes 13.3 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0614.74 TeVW′ mass

HVT W ′ →WZ → qqνν model A 0 e, µ 1 J Yes 13.2 gV = 1 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0822.4 TeVW′ mass

HVT W ′ →WZ → qqqq model B − 2 J − 15.5 gV = 3 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0553.0 TeVW′ mass

HVT V ′ →WH/ZH model B multi-channel 3.2 gV = 3 1607.056212.31 TeVV′ mass

LRSM W ′
R
→ tb 1 e, µ 2 b, 0-1 j Yes 20.3 1410.41031.92 TeVW′ mass

LRSM W ′
R
→ tb 0 e, µ ≥ 1 b, 1 J − 20.3 1408.08861.76 TeVW′ mass

CI qqqq − 2 j − 15.7 ηLL = −1 ATLAS-CONF-2016-06919.9 TeVΛ
CI ℓℓqq 2 e, µ − − 3.2 ηLL = −1 1607.0366925.2 TeVΛ

CI uutt 2(SS)/≥3 e,µ ≥1 b, ≥1 j Yes 20.3 |CRR | = 1 1504.046054.9 TeVΛ

Axial-vector mediator (Dirac DM) 0 e, µ ≥ 1 j Yes 3.2 gq=0.25, gχ=1.0, m(χ) < 250 GeV 1604.077731.0 TeVmA

Axial-vector mediator (Dirac DM) 0 e, µ, 1 γ 1 j Yes 3.2 gq=0.25, gχ=1.0, m(χ) < 150 GeV 1604.01306710 GeVmA

ZZχχ EFT (Dirac DM) 0 e, µ 1 J, ≤ 1 j Yes 3.2 m(χ) < 150 GeV ATLAS-CONF-2015-080550 GeVM∗

Scalar LQ 1st gen 2 e ≥ 2 j − 3.2 β = 1 1605.060351.1 TeVLQ mass

Scalar LQ 2nd gen 2 µ ≥ 2 j − 3.2 β = 1 1605.060351.05 TeVLQ mass

Scalar LQ 3rd gen 1 e, µ ≥1 b, ≥3 j Yes 20.3 β = 0 1508.04735640 GeVLQ mass

VLQ TT → Ht + X 1 e, µ ≥ 2 b, ≥ 3 j Yes 20.3 T in (T,B) doublet 1505.04306855 GeVT mass

VLQ YY →Wb + X 1 e, µ ≥ 1 b, ≥ 3 j Yes 20.3 Y in (B,Y) doublet 1505.04306770 GeVY mass

VLQ BB → Hb + X 1 e, µ ≥ 2 b, ≥ 3 j Yes 20.3 isospin singlet 1505.04306735 GeVB mass

VLQ BB → Zb + X 2/≥3 e, µ ≥2/≥1 b − 20.3 B in (B,Y) doublet 1409.5500755 GeVB mass

VLQ QQ →WqWq 1 e, µ ≥ 4 j Yes 20.3 1509.04261690 GeVQ mass

VLQ T5/3T5/3 →WtWt 2(SS)/≥3 e,µ ≥1 b, ≥1 j Yes 3.2 ATLAS-CONF-2016-032990 GeVT5/3 mass

Excited quark q∗ → qγ 1 γ 1 j − 3.2 only u∗ and d∗, Λ = m(q∗) 1512.059104.4 TeVq∗ mass

Excited quark q∗ → qg − 2 j − 15.7 only u∗ and d∗, Λ = m(q∗) ATLAS-CONF-2016-0695.6 TeVq∗ mass

Excited quark b∗ → bg − 1 b, 1 j − 8.8 ATLAS-CONF-2016-0602.3 TeVb∗ mass

Excited quark b∗ →Wt 1 or 2 e, µ 1 b, 2-0 j Yes 20.3 fg = fL = fR = 1 1510.026641.5 TeVb∗ mass

Excited lepton ℓ∗ 3 e, µ − − 20.3 Λ = 3.0 TeV 1411.29213.0 TeVℓ∗ mass

Excited lepton ν∗ 3 e,µ, τ − − 20.3 Λ = 1.6 TeV 1411.29211.6 TeVν∗ mass

LSTC aT →W γ 1 e, µ, 1 γ − Yes 20.3 1407.8150960 GeVaT mass

LRSM Majorana ν 2 e, µ 2 j − 20.3 m(WR ) = 2.4 TeV, no mixing 1506.060202.0 TeVN0 mass

Higgs triplet H±± → ee 2 e (SS) − − 13.9 DY production, BR(H±±L → ee)=1 ATLAS-CONF-2016-051570 GeVH±± mass

Higgs triplet H±± → ℓτ 3 e,µ, τ − − 20.3 DY production, BR(H±±
L
→ ℓτ)=1 1411.2921400 GeVH±± mass

Monotop (non-res prod) 1 e, µ 1 b Yes 20.3 anon−res = 0.2 1410.5404657 GeVspin-1 invisible particle mass

Multi-charged particles − − − 20.3 DY production, |q| = 5e 1504.04188785 GeVmulti-charged particle mass

Magnetic monopoles − − − 7.0 DY production, |g | = 1gD , spin 1/2 1509.080591.34 TeVmonopole mass

Mass scale [TeV]10−1 1 10
√
s = 8 TeV

√
s = 13 TeV

ATLAS Exotics Searches* - 95% CL Exclusion
Status: August 2016

ATLAS Preliminary∫
L dt = (3.2 - 20.3) fb−1

√
s = 8, 13 TeV

*Only a selection of the available mass limits on new states or phenomena is shown. Lower bounds are specified only when explicitly not excluded.

†Small-radius (large-radius) jets are denoted by the letter j (J).
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Stop summary 

TH Institute 2016 

Dedicated searches  
 
 

All searches 
(inclusive + dedicated) 

Black line: combination of 0l and 1l searches 

Expected limit: 1 TeV 
Observed limit: 900 GeV 



As data accumulates

2 TeV, e.g. pair of 1 TeV gluino.
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Road ahead:


Difficult?  Yes.

Prepare to stop?  Absolutely not! 
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SM has big mysteries. 

- Mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking.


- Dark matter.


- Matter anti-matter asymmetry in the universe


- Flavor….


- We must keep looking!

At the LHC and beyond. 



What are we looking for?
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- We want to search for clues to solve the big 

mysteries of the SM. None has been answered yet. 
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ago. 


All the papers we have written before 2009 (except 
technicolor). Keep looking for them!



What are we looking for?
- We want to search for clues to solve the big 

mysteries of the SM. None has been answered yet. 

- Our wish list has not changed much from 10 years 
ago. 


All the papers we have written before 2009 (except 
technicolor). Keep looking for them!

- At the same time, new physics may show up in 
unexpected places. 



Where is new physics
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- We often ask (for the last 20 years): is X dead 
(X≈SUSY)?



Where is new physics

- We often ask (for the last 20 years): is X dead 
(X≈SUSY)?

- The answer is of course: no.


New physics will never die,  they just get 
heavier. 



Where we are in theory space

More fine-tuning

More tricks

Ideal.  But, simple
ones ruled out. 
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Where we are in theory space

More fine-tuning

More tricks

Last 20 years: Many many models. Some ruled
 out some, but many could still work

Our models

Ideal.  But, simple
ones ruled out. 



Main targets 

1. Higgs and Naturalness



Mysteries of the Higgs boson
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 
Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 
underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 
BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 
the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 
was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 
important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 
of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 
gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 
the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 
London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 
could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 
short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 
Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 
fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 
that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 
and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 
pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 
symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 
symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 
came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 
the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 
vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 = √   (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 − 𝜆
6   (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 
is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 
as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  

 

 



Mysteries of the Higgs boson

- How to predict/calculate Higgs mass?


- What does the rest of the Higgs potential look 
like?


- Is it connected to the matter anti-matter 
asymmetry?

Electroweak phase transition

What we know now

v2 = 2|�|⇤2, and we find m2
H = �v2, µ = 7m2

H/v = (7/3)µSM , giving an O(1)
deviation in the cubic Higgs coupling relative to the Standard Model. In the
case with the non-analytic (h†h)2 log(h†h) potential, the cubic self-coupling
is µ = (5/3)µSM .

The LHC will not have the sensitivity to the triple Higgs coupling to
distinguish these possibilities. Even larger departures from the standard pic-
ture are possible — we don’t even know whether the dynamics of symmetry
breaking is well-approximated by a single light, weakly coupled scalar, as
there may be a number of light scalars, and not all of them need be weakly
coupled!

Nature of EW phase transition

- Consider a model Higgs + singlet
Simplest, but also hardest to discover.
Good testing case.
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See also Jing Shu and Tao Liu’s talk

Tuesday, January 20, 15

Figure 8: Question of the nature of the electroweak phase transition.

Understanding this physics is also directly relevant to one of the most fun-
damental questions we can ask about any symmetry breaking phenomenon,
which is what is the order of the associated phase transition. How can we
experimentally decide whether the electroweak phase transition in the early
universe was second order or first order? This question is another obvi-
ous next step following the Higgs discovery: having understood what breaks
electroweak symmetry, we must now undertake an experimental program to
probe how electroweak symmetry is restored at high energies.

A first-order phase transition is also strongly motivated by the possibility
of electroweak baryogenesis [18]. While the origin of the baryon asymmetry is
one of the most fascinating questions in physics, it is frustratingly straight-
forward to build models for baryogenesis at ultra-high energy scales, with
no direct experimental consequences. However, we aren’t forced to defer this
physics to the deep ultraviolet: as is well known, the dynamics of electroweak
symmetry breaking itself provides all the ingredients needed for baryogene-
sis. At temperatures far above the weak scale, where electroweak symmetry

17
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Understanding the Higgs better



Nature of EW phase transition

- Generic predictions of non-minimal electroweak 
phase transition. 

h

Wednesday, August 13, 14

?

What we know from

Order 1 deviation in triple Higgs

Related to the question of matter anti-matter
asymmetry in the universe



Probing self coupling with di-Higgs 

Difficult.   But we need to try harder. 
Could give us surprises 



The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

Explaining EWSB:  naturalness



The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

What is this energy scale? 
MPlanck = 1019 GeV, …? 

If so, why is so different from 100 GeV?

Explaining EWSB:  naturalness



The energy scale of new physics
responsible for EWSB

Electroweak scale, 100 GeV.  
mh , mW …

Naturalness of electroweak symmetry breaking

TeV new physics.
Naturalness motivated



For example: top partner (SUSY)

- Naturalness ∝ mstop2 


- LHC will teach us a lot about naturalness!
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TH Institute 2016 

Dedicated searches  
 
 

All searches 
(inclusive + dedicated) 

Black line: combination of 0l and 1l searches 

Expected limit: 1 TeV 
Observed limit: 900 GeV 



Cover gaps, look for alternatives

- Compressed, stealth, RPV…


- Run 2 will leave no stone unturned.

Stop mass [GeV]
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FIG. 3: The projected 5 � discovery reach (left) and 95% C.L. exclusion limit (right) of stop in the compressed region.

Conclusion and discussion We point out a useful
kinematical feature in the production of stop associate
with an ISR jet, which can enhance the sensitivity in
the compressed regions, with mass splitting ranging from
m

˜t � m� ⇡ mt to about 20 GeV. We show that in this
region the observable RM defined in Eq. (1) has a peak
around m�/m˜t. Using this kinematical feature, we es-
timated that this gap can be covered up to around 800
GeV with 13 TeV LHC at a luminosity of 3000 fb�1.

Although we have focused on the stop searches, the
same technique is obviously applicable to the search of
other top partner signals with similar final states.

In the discussion, we neglect the flavor changing decay
mode t̃ ! �c, since it is model dependent and strongly
constrained by flavor physics. It has been shown that in
the minimal flavor violation scenario the branching ratio
of this process is subdominant to the four body decay of
the stop in the region that m

˜t < m� + mW + mb [28].
This method is also applicable to other decay chains of
stop in the compressed region [57].

The main background of this analysis is from top pair
production associated with ISR jets, with at least one of
the top decays leptonically and the charged lepton fails
the lepton veto. A majority of these events have the
charged lepton close to hadronic activities. One maybe
able to distinguish these events further with alternative
lepton isolation criteria. The top quarks generated from
the stop decay in the signal are in general with a smaller
boost than the top quarks from the background since
m

˜t > mt, which is assumed in this analysis. We may be
able to use this property to further distinguish the top
quarks from the signal and from the background. We

leave these analysis to future work.
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Sbottom helps stop search
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Figure 2: Three ways for a sbottom pair to decay for the scenario studied in this paper:
(a) symmetric decay of b̃ ! t̃ W , (b) asymmetric decay, and (c) symmetric decay of
b̃ ! b�.

and Emiss
T (1b1` + Emiss

T ). These two channels are studied in details in Section 3, while

in Section 4 we compare their reaches together with the one of the 2b + Emiss
T channel

for di↵erent sbottom branching ratios.

The 2` + Emiss
T channel is designed to pick up the the symmetric decay chain in

Fig. 2a with both W s decaying leptonically, and should be the optimal search channel

if the decay b̃ ! t̃ W dominates. This channel has been searched at the LHC for the

searches of sleptons and electroweakinos [64, 65], for which the main background is top

quark pair production (tt̄ ) and diboson (WW/WZ/ZZ). We also found the tt̄Z events to

have a significant contribution to the SM backgrounds after imposing our selection cuts.

The 1b1`+Emiss
T channel is designed for the asymmetric decay chain in Fig. 2b, but

could also pick up some events from the symmetric decay chain in Fig. 2a with one W

decaying hadronically, if the event happens to have a hard b-jet. This channel is similar

to the direct search of stop pair in the semileptonic channel [6, 7, 11], where the main

backgrounds include tt̄, tW , W+ jets, diboson and ttZ. We expect this channel to be

useful if the branching ratios of b̃ ! t̃ W and b̃ ! b� are comparable.

In principle, one could also search in the channel with final states of one lepton, Emiss
T

and one or two hard jets with no b-jets (1`+jets+Emiss
T ), which could come from either

Fig. 2a with one W decaying hadronically or Fig. 2b if the b-jet is not tagged. While

this channel could contain significant amount of signal events, the backgrounds are also

large and more complicated. In this paper, we focus on the simpler leptonic channels as

an initial assessment of the potential of these new decay channels.
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Figure 6: Expected 2 � limits (left) and 5� reaches (right) in the (mb̃, mb̃�mt̃) plane from
the 13TeV LHC with 300 fb�1 data, assuming mt̃�m� = 30GeV. The top (bottom) panel
assumes BR(b̃ ! t̃ W ) = 0.9 (0.5). The red, blue and green contours indicate the regions
excluded by the 2` + Emiss

T , 1b1` + Emiss
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T channels, respectively. The
solid (dashed) curves corresponds to the stop decay t̃ ! c� (t̃ ! bW ⇤� ! bl⌫�/bjj�)
with 100%BR. The dotted diagonal lines correspond to constant values of mt̃.
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Promising reach 
for stop nearly 

degenerate with LSP
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My favorite channel.

t̃, b̃
ũ, d̃, ...

g̃

Ñ

Heavy squarks 

Light gaugino

10s - 100s TeV

TeV-ish

C̃±

Effective, Mini-split, spread, zprime-mediation,  ...

Fermionic partners still tend to be light.

pp ! g̃g̃ ! tt̄tt̄, tt̄bb̄, tt̄tb̄ ...
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Main targets 

2. dark matter



“standard” story.

- WIMP is part of a complete model at weak scale. 


- It’s produced as part of the NP signal, shows up as missing energy.

DM



“standard” story.

- WIMP is part of a complete model at weak scale. 


- It’s produced as part of the NP signal, shows up as missing energy.

DM

No discovery
 yet



“standard” story.

DM

No discovery
 yet

Of course, most WIMP parameter space not covered yet.
Still plausible at the LHC, will keep looking.



Focus more on basic channel
- pair production + additional radiation.


- Mono-jet, mono-photon, mono-Higgs...


- Have become “Standard” LHC searches.

p

p

γ, jet

χDM

χDM
jet, or γ+ E̸T

DM

DM

SM

Beltran, Hooper, Kolb, Krusberg, Tait,  1002.4137
Goodman, Ibe, Rajaraman, Shepherd, Tait, Yu, 1005.1286
Bai, Fox, Harnik, 1005.3797 



Focusing on more basic channel

- Very challenging. Systematics dominated

Weak discovery reach at 14 TeV, 3 ab-1 .


- Disappearing track promising! 
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Consider new mediators

𝜙 can be scalar or Z’ 

IIT-CAPP-13-06, ANL-HEP-PR-13-38

Dark matter with t-channel mediator: a simple step beyond contact interaction
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E↵ective contact operators provide the simplest parameterization of dark matter searches at
colliders. However, light mediator can significantly change the sensitivity and search strategies.
Considering simple models of mediators is an important next-step for collider searches. In this
paper, we consider the case of a t-channel mediator. Its presence opens up new contributions to the
monojet+ 6 ET searches and can change the reach significantly. We also study the complementarity
between searches for processes of monojet+ 6 ET and direct pair production of the mediators. There
is a large region of parameter space in which the monojet+ 6 ET search provides the stronger limit.
Assuming the relic abundance of the dark matter is thermally produced within the framework of
this model, we find that in the Dirac fermion dark matter case, there is no region in the parameter
space that satisfies the combined constraint of monojet+ 6 ET search and direct detection; whereas
in the Majorana fermion dark matter case, the mass of dark matter must be larger than about 100
GeV. If the relic abundance requirement is not assumed, the discovery of the t-channel mediator
predicts additional new physics.

PACS numbers: 95.35.+d,95.30.Cq

I. INTRODUCTION

The identity of dark matter (DM) is one of the central
questions in particle physics and cosmology. Many exper-
imental e↵orts are underway to search for the answer. It
is also one of the main physics opportunities of the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC). In recent years, there have been
significant progress in using simple e↵ective field theory
to combine the results of the LHC searches with limits
from direct detection experiments [1–17]. There have also
been earlier studies for similar search channels [18–20].
The contact operator approach is based on the sim-

plified assumption that the particles conducting the in-
teraction between DM and the SM particles are heavy,
and therefore can be integrated out. The constraints on
the energy scale of these e↵ective operators from the LHC
searches are around several hundred GeV scale. However,
with the ability to probe up to TeV energy scale, the uni-
tarity constraints might be violated at the LHC. As a re-
sult, the constraints from contact operator studies cannot
be applied directly to UV complete models. Therefore,
it is useful to consider the case in which the mediator
is lighter and within its energy reach. This would in-
evitably introduce more model dependence. Therefore,
it is useful to consider the simplest extensions first.
One such simple scenario is the so-called “s-channel”

model, in which the scattering of the DM with nucleus
is mediated by the exchange of a mediator particle �, as
shown in the left panel of Fig. 1. At colliders, it can
be produced as a s-channel resonance through the qq̄ !
� ! ��̄ process. Hence, the limit from monojet+ 6 ET
type searches can be a↵ected significantly. At the same
time, direct searches for resonance �, such as in the di-jet
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FIG. 1: Diagrams for direct detection mediated by s-channel
(left panel) and t-channel (mediators).

channel, provides complementary information. This has
been demonstrated in the case that the mediator � is a
massive spin-1 particle [21–23].

In this paper, we consider the other simple possibility
in which the DM nucleus interaction is mediated by go-
ing through a intermediate state. We call this t-channel
mediator. We focus on the cases that the DM is ei-
ther a Dirac or Majorana fermion. In this case, the
light mediator also plays an important (and di↵erent)
role in the collider searches. In particular, it contributes
to the monojet+ 6 ET searches by being directly produced
and decaying into q + �, as shown in (d1-d4) of Fig. 2.
Moreover, in the most monojet+ 6 ET search by the CMS
collaboration [24] , a second hard jet is also allowed to
increase the signal rate. As a result, this search is also
sensitive to the di-jet+ 6 ET processes, especially in the re-
gion where the mediator can be pair-produced. At the
meanwhile, the process of the pair-production of the me-

𝜙 squark like



MonoX vs direct search for mediator
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Figure 4: Monojet and dijet constraints on direct detection cross sections for gZ� = gD and MD = 5
GeV. The solid, dashed and dotted red curves are for Atlas Monojet constraints with VeryHighPT,
HighPT and LowPT cuts described in Table 2. The green solid curve is the monojet constraint
from CDF. The dashed green and blue curves are constraints from CDF and Atlas dijet resonance
searches. The solid blue curve is LHC 5� reach assuming a centre-of-mass energy of 14 TeV and a
luminosity of 100 fb�1.
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Figure 5: Monojet constraints on direct detection cross sections in the case of small MZ� , assuming
gZ� = gD and MD = 5 GeV.

matter nucleon reduced mass M� = MNM�/(MN + M�). However, this dependence is
rather weak for M� � O(10) GeV since M� � MN . Putting this together, we expect the
limits derived from collider searches are rather insensitive to the dark matter mass M�.
In contrast with the steep weakening of the direct detection bound for light dark matter,
collider searches are particularly powerful in this regime. In order to be quantitative,
we present results assuming gZ� = gD for several values of MZ� . The visible ”kink”-
like feature around 2M� ⇤ MZ� in the curves are due to the transition from 2 ⇥ 2
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FIG. 4: The constraints on the t-channel mediator model for
both the Dirac (upper panel) and Majorana (lower panel)
cases from the CMS monojet+ 6 ET search. The contours are
upper limits on the dark matter-mediator-quark coupling �.
In the lower panel, the region above the black dashed curve
is excluded by the SD direct detection experiment of the Ma-
jorana fermion DM. Nearly all of the parameter space of the
Dirac fermion DM case is ruled out by the direct detection
experiments except for very light DM ( . 6 GeV ). The red
band shows the region where the relic abundance of DM can
be produced within 3� region of the observed value [39]. In
the shadowed region, the constraint from squark search is
stronger than from the monojet+ 6 ET search (see Fig. 5).

a similar argument, one can see that for a fixed M�, as
we increase M�, the constraint on � becomes stronger at
the beginning, then weakens. This e↵ect is more obvious
especially in the large M� region.
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FIG. 5: The constraints on the t-channel mediator model for
the Dirac (upper panel) and Majorana (lower panel) cases
from the CMS squark search at the 8 TeV LHC with 19.5
fb�1 integral luminosity. The contours are upper limits on
the dark matter-mediator-quark coupling �. This constraint
is stronger than the monojet+6 ET constraint in the region
above the black dashed line.

The Majorana case is qualitatively di↵erent from the
Dirac case. For fixed M�, with the increasing of M�, the
upper limit on � becomes weaker at the beginning. It
becomes stronger in the region where M� is about M�/2,
and then weakens again. For example, for M� ⇠ 1200
GeV, there is a strengthening of the limit around M� ⇠
600 GeV. This behavior is caused by the exchange of the
Majorana � in the pair-production process. In the region
where M� is relatively large, but not large enough so that
the jet from the decay of � is too soft, the pair-production
process becomes the dominant contribution. Moreover,

s-channel
An, Ji, LTW, 1202.2894

See also: 
Chang,  Edezhath, Hutchinson, Luty, 1307.8120
Bai, Berger, 1308.0612
DiFranzo, Nagao, Rajaraman, Tait, 1308.2679
Papucci, Vichi, Zurek, 1402.2285

Haipeng An, Hao Zhang,  LTW, 1308.0592
t-channel

See also
Busoni, De Simone, Jacques, Morgante, Riotto, 1405.3101  

For a “to-do-list”, see dark matter forum publication:  1507.00966



Channel with most “growth” potential
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Example

- Motivation? Strongly coupled heavy new physics

SM

broad resonance

long tails

no rate beyond this

E

e.g.  Greco, Liu, Pomarol, Rattazzi  



“Learning” from QCD

100 MeV π±...

GeV More composite resonaces

quark and gluon: q g

K, η, ρ, ...



“Learning” from QCD

- Construct a new strong dynamics in which the low 
lying states will be the SM Higgs. 


- Composite Higgs models. Still a natural theory.


- Nature may be more interesting, but it could also 
just repeat itself. 

100 MeV π±...

GeV More composite resonaces

quark and gluon: q g

K, η, ρ, ...

⇒ new strong dynamics, 

symmetry breaking

⇒ SM Higgs



Composite Higgs

Many models in this class. 


- Similar scenarios: Randall-Sundrum...

100 GeV W, Z, Higgs

TeV More composite resonaces

New constituents? q′ g′

W ′, Z ′, ...

LHC

⇢ : m⇢ ' g⇢f, ...

g⇢ � 1



Example

- Final states can be di-boson, ttbar, etc.


- Closely related to electroweak symmetry 

SM

broad resonance

long tails

no rate beyond this

E



On-going EFT style searches



Comment

- EFT may not model this kind of physics well. 
Similar to the case of dark matter.


- May need UV complete simplified models, 
mediators…


- Tagging the polarization of W/Z can be useful.



A word on the future



A word on the future

- If LHC discover some new physics


The next step will be clear. 



A word on the future

- If LHC discover some new physics


The next step will be clear. 

- Without LHC discovery.

Physics case for a 100 TeV pp collider stronger 
than HE-LHC at 28 TeV.


Cost+technological challenge. Perhaps easier to 
“sell” only as a second step of a circular Higgs 
factory in longer term.


CEPC is the obvious next step.



Conclusion

- LHC run 2 is pursuing a comprehensive program 
which covers the ground pretty well.


- Moriond 2017 can be an interesting juncture.


Between early discovery vs slow gain with lumi


- In the longer run, focusing on weakly coupled or 
broad features. Di-boson, ttbar, etc. 



A lot to look forward to!

H



“Simple” picture: Mexican hat
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that the BCS ground state (named after John Bardeen, Leon Cooper and Robert Schrieffer, 
Nobel Prize, 1972) has spontaneously broken gauge symmetry. This means that, while the 
underlying Hamiltonian is invariant with respect to the choice of the electromagnetic gauge, the 
BCS ground state is not. This fact cast some doubts on the validity of the original explanation of 
the Meissner effect within the BCS theory, which, though well motivated on physical grounds, 
was not explicitly gauge invariant. Nambu finally put these doubts to rest, after earlier 
important contributions by Philip Anderson (Nobel Prize, 1977) [28] and others had fallen short 
of providing a fully rigorous theory. In the language of particle physics the breaking of a local 
gauge symmetry, when a normal metal becomes superconducting, gives rise to a finite mass for 
the photon field inside the superconductor. The conjugate length scale is nothing but the 
London penetration depth. This example from superconductivity showed that a gauge theory 
could give rise to small length scales if the local symmetry is spontaneously broken and hence to 
short range forces. Note though, that the theory in this case is non-relativistic since it has a 
Fermi surface. In his paper of 1960 Nambu [27] studied a quantum field theory for hypothetical 
fermions with chiral symmetry. This symmetry is global and not of the gauge type. He assumed 
that by giving a vacuum expectation value to a condensate of fields it is spontaneously broken, 
and he could then show that there is a bound state of the fermions, which he interpreted as the 
pion. This result follows from general principles without detailing the interactions. If the 
symmetry is exact, the pion must be massless. By giving the fermions a small mass the 
symmetry is slightly violated and the pion is given a small mass. Note that this development 
came four years before the quark hypothesis.  

Soon  after  Nambu’s  work, Jeffrey Goldstone [29] pointed out that an alternative way to break 
the symmetry spontaneously is to introduce a scalar field with the quantum numbers of the 
vacuum and to give it a vacuum expectation value. He studied some different cases but the most 
important one was that of a complex massive scalar field 𝜑 = √   (𝜑 + 𝑖𝜑 ) with a Lagrangian 

density of the form 

𝐿 =   𝜕   𝜑  𝜕   𝜑 −  𝜇   𝜑  𝜑 − 𝜆
6   (𝜑  𝜑) , 

where 𝜑 is the complex conjugate of 𝜑,  and the coupling constant 𝜆  is positive. This Lagrangian 
is invariant under a global rotation of the phase of the field φ, 𝜑   ⟶  𝑒   𝜑, ie. a U(1) symmetry 
as in QED, although not a local one. Suppose now that one chooses the square of the mass, 𝜇 , to 
be a negative number. Then  the  potential  looks  like  a  “Mexican  hat”:  

 

 

Similar to, and motivated by
Landau-Ginzburg theory
 of superconductivity.
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Similar to, and motivated by
Landau-Ginzburg theory
 of superconductivity.

However, this simplicity is deceiving. 
Parameters not predicted by theory. Can not be the complete picture.
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Higgs is special

particle spin

quark: u, d,... 1/2

lepton: e... 1/2

photon 1

W,Z 1

gluon 1

Higgs 0

h:  a new kind of 
elementary particle


